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Tiger claw for sale

Includes shipping and handling – shipped overnight – after payment received tiger claw and gold double claw claw &amp; gold pendant recently I have this double tiger claw and gold pendant.  See the photos and video.  It's super cool, a particularly interesting piece of jewelry.  I can't confirm the source on this, but chances are it's Victorian Raj, or a name about an era, and the
Indian subcontinent. The two claws back-to-back are most likely from Tiger.  I can't confirm that either.  If not, they're safe from some larger roaring cat-type predator, such as a tiger.  Very amazing stuff.  I don't want to be wounded with such evil tools.  That would be very unpleasant. Gold hat and tip material is 18K gold, with ruby accent stones.  One side has a pattern.  The other
side is basically simple.  You can see it clearly in the video. The total mass is 9.8 grams.  The gold cover mass estimate is 4.5 grams.  See images for dimensions. In terms of situation, you're better off making your own judgment based on the photos and video.  What you see is what you get. Contact me 971-222-3435 or sell@portlandgoldbuyers.com double tiger claw tiger
pendant double claw including shipping &amp; handling – sent overnight – after payment received call 971-222-3435 to order gold insects Hey, I just need to share this beautiful gold jewel with you, I am safer into gold coins, pure gold bullion items.  But is there anyone who wants to at least appreciate Victorian-era jewellery?  If you like gold, I'm sure you'll love this 18K gold
leopard claw pendant that's an authentic vintage leopard claw set in 18K gold.  I don't know the exact age of the piece, but it looks Victorian Raj in design and production.  The 18K gold setting has a very detailed chimera or dragon on each side.  Maybe one side is male, the other side is the female.  In the foreground are five detailed petal design, perhaps chrysanthemum.   I set
out to say that the diamond is a Victorian Raj Tiger Cleo pendant that I have seen many similar items online, and also because of design and material features.  This 18K gold and Tigger Cleo jewel was most likely made in India or England. Lion and tiger claws were, and still are some of the best big game hunting trophies.  The main advantage is that a leopard or lion claw can be
worn that is held by a nicely designed gold setting.  Big game hunters have put on this kind of gold pendant for their social events.  Given how elaborate it is setting 18-carat gold on the diamond shown on this page, it must have been from a very wealthy man.  It's made of two parts: gold décor and an authentic leopard claw.  It seems to me that A claw pendant was designed for
some colonialist Englishman, or any such rich person.  The feel of this gold jewel is very Victorian, but 1980s sure to give it an Asian edge.  That's why I think this item is Victorian Raj originally. The 18K gold setting is very detailed.  Ymeras and flower décor are highly relieved, with hair, eyes, tongs and scales clearly evident.  There is a background with an individual texture
perhaps coated with 22K on top of 18K to add contrast. The tiger claw itself certainly came from very large salts. He's got signs of using hunting.  That claw definitely killed animals.  There's no doubt about it. The images displayed in this drawing do not do this pendant justice. Specifications: Total weight 15.9 grams of gold mass estimated at 6 grams estimated tiger claw mass 8.9
grams dimensions are 1 1/2 high, top width (gold setting) is 1 1/4, maximum thickness is 3/8 item located in Portland, Oregon, where there is no dime.  Maybe you want to pick it up in person. If you are into Victorian jewellery, you are sure to enjoy this piece very much. An exact source I make my best guess as to the origin of this Tris Cleo pendant being Victorian Raj.  I looked
around.  I'd say there's more than a 95% chance the piece is Victorian Raj.  This means it dates back to when the English were india like a colony.  I can always be wrong.  Please do your own research if it's important to you. Materials The definition of this leopard claw pendant is 18K.  I buy specialist gold, have all the necessary tools and knowledge to confirm it. The claw is safe
of a giant roaring cat.  However, I'm not a zoologist, so I can't find out the exact species.  Based on the size of the claw, it belonged to a tiger or a lion.  Nothing smaller than that. Vintage Victorian 22k real gold leopard claw earrings original tiger nail price in India is important information accompanied by photo and HD images originating from all the world's websites. Download this
image for free in high definition resolution and the choice to download button below. If you find the exact resolution you're looking for, go for native or higher resolution. Don't forget to bookmark the original tiger nail price in India using Ctrl +D (PC) or command + D (macos). If you're using a mobile phone, you can also use a menu drawer from your browser. Whether it's Windows,
Mac, iOs or Android, you'll be able to download the photos using the Download button. Real Gold Tiger Claw Pendant Portland Buyers LLC Real Gold Tiger Claw Pendant Portland Gold Buyers LLC Real Gold Claw Pendant Portland Gold Buyers LLC Real Gold Claw Pendant Portland Gold Buyers LLC Real Gold Tiger Claw Pendant Portland Gold Buyers LLC Leopard Pendant
18k Antique Gold Lion Nail Jewelry Real Gold Claw Pendant Portland Gold Buyers Llc 8233 Leopard Claw Gold Pin C1855 For Sale Antiques com Real Gold Tiger Claw Pendant Portland Gold Buyers Llc Tiger Claw Gold Pendant For Sale Related : Original Leopard Nail Price in India. Tags: nails sorting order: the last added earliest added 32 items found: these items are not for
sale and the descriptions, images and prices are for reference purposes only. A pair of 22ct Indian yellow gold earrings. yellow gold and tiger claw mounted, each with a stud hem suitable with two hanging necklaces for the tiger's claw-mounted fish design. 10.4gm. See the smooth 420 tiger claw pin set pearl, crescent-shaped claws with applied fur ornament and three sapphires,
in 15ct gold, in the original fitted box. Indian leopard claw pin mounted in 22ct yellow gold, 6.5 cm across 19th century 9ct. Gold rose leopard claw broth, the hat with a strip surrounding the Corona, the mountain continues to the edge, length 4.5 cm. Victorian Indian Anglo claw brothel, double claw decorated with gold leaf ornament applied supports double claw pendant, set with
old cut diamonds, with safety chain, in 18ct gold, in originally stocked retail box by Ortner &amp; Houle... A 19th-century yellow gold leopard claw pendant, hung engraved with squirming wire strips and a flower head with double looped willows, a necklace attached to a leopard claw broth mounted about 1900, a hat and strap engraved with flowers and leaves. Home / MQ - Tiger
Claw Animal/Replica Products (3.25 inches) Leopards feed on a variety of medium to large sized mammals including deer, pigs and buffalo. Due to years of hunting for sports, skins and bones used for traditional medicines, wild tiger populations are close to extinction. Habitat loss continues to threaten the future of this species. The Siberian tiger is native to regions of Russia as
well as parts of Southeast Asia. The Siberian submarine is the largest of the tigers. The Bengal tiger is in India. This subspecies population has increased since efforts against poaching and strict wildlife laws were enacted in the 1970s. Skull Length: 36sm (14.1in) Claw Length: 8.25sm (3.2in) Real Replica Product Catalog Type Joint Class Mammalia Scientific Department
Mammalia Scientific Order Carnivora Scientific Family Felidae Scientific Type Panthera Scientific Species Tigris tigris
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